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Executive Summary 

Building Regulations and Standards Division, Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 

commissioned BRE to carry out a project titled "Compartment sizes, resistance to fire and fire safety". The 

main aim of this project was to produce robust evidence and data based on research, experimental fire 

testing, computer modelling and laboratory testing, where necessary, on a number of linked work streams 

in relation to fire safety and associated provisions in Schedule 1 of Part B of the Building Regulations 2010. 

This Final work stream report describes the findings of the research for Work stream 1 - Pedods of fire 

resistance. The aim of this work stream was to produce robust evidence and data to explore the potential 

to adopt a more flexible approach to the specification of fire resistance periods in Approved Document B~. 

The work conducted under this work stream has considered the background to the current guidance in 

relation to periods of fire resistance. New performance based methods for characterising fire severity and 
specifying fire resistance periods have been evaluated through a consideration of data from a large senes 
of full scale fire experiments. In order to consider the impact of the levels of insulation typical of modern 

forms of construction on fire growth and development, a number of new fire experiments have been 
under[aken. Alternative methodologies for determining compar[ment fire severity and specifying fire 
resistance periods have been evaluated and validated as part of this work stream. 

This work stream has also involved the participation of an industry Steedng Group¯ 

The calcu ation methods set out in BS EN 1991-1-2 and used to deve op the alternative tables in 

BS 9999 provide an accurate prediction of compartment peak temperature and overall fire 

duration for a range of d fferent parameters and are capable of takng into account the impact of 

high levels of thermal insu ation on fire growth and development as represented by the thermal 

diffusivity present in modern bu Id ngs which typical y =ange from 300 to 1500 J/m s" K. The 

conclusion is based on comparison with experimental -esults covering a number of different 

compa’iment szes, geometries, venti ation condit ons and fuel loads However, the scope of 

val dation ony covers fire compartments with a floor area up to 378 m~ Beyond this value, the 

parametric fire calculations may stil be used but will teqd to yield unduy conservative results. 

Ths s because the parametric approach assumes a sngle zone temperature d stdbutioq with 

the maximum vaue present throughout the compartment when, in reality, there will be significant 

spat al temperature variations throughout any large fi-e compartment. 

Depart ~/ent for Commu lities and Local Goverlrf erlt. Th~ Bui di lg Regulatiols 2010 (England) App eyed 

Document B: Fre safety. Volume 1: Dwe ling houses (2006 ed tion incoroorating 2010 and 2013 
amendments). Volume 2: Buildings other than dwel ing houses (2006 ed tion ncorporating 2010 and 2013 
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3 Final Work Stream Report BD 2887 (D23V2) 286855 

The calculation methods in BS EN 1991-1-2 and BS 9999 are currently in the public domain and 

are widely used as an alternative approach to the guidance set out in Table A2 of AD B. 

Consideration could be given to making a specific reference to these approaches as par[ of an 
overall fire engineering strategy within any subsequent revision ofAD B. 
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5 Final Work Stream Report BD 2887 (D23V2) 286855 

1 Introduction and Objectives 

This Final work stream report is delivered as par[ of the Depar[ment for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG) project BD 2887, titled "Compartment sizes, resistance to fire and fire safety", DCLG 
Contract reference CPD/04/102/010. The main aim of this project was to produce robust evidence and 
data based on research, experimental fire testing, computer modelling and laboratory testing (where 
necessa~) on a number of linked work streams in relation to fire safety and associated provisions in 
Schedule 1 of Par[ B of the Building Regulations 2010. The project has been broken down into specific 

work streams. 

This report describes the findings of the research for Work stream 1 - Periods of fire resistance. 

Resistance to fire is specified in terms of time periods that relate to a standard furnace test. The period 
specified for a par[icular building is based on assumptions about expected fire severity and the 
consequences of failure. Approved Document B (AD B)~ does this with a table which specifies minimum 

periods of fire resistance against the intended purpose of a building and its height. 

The table is, to some extent, based on the conclusions of the "fire grading of buildings" report which was 

odginally published in 1946. Since then, the table has been modified in a piecemeal fashion. In more 

recent years, deterministic approaches to specifying fire resistance, have been developed and have 

become codified in engineering standards such as Eurocode 12 (EN 1991-1-2) and in BS 9999:20083. This 

approach can offer a more cost effective approach to fire protection than the traditional prescriptive 

approach but the use of BS EN 1991-1-2 ~equ res specialist exoertise to appy it. 

The principa object ve of this work stream was to produce robust evidence and data to explore the potential 
to adopt a more Sex ble approach to the speciecat on of fire res stance oer ods in Approved Document B. 

The Work stream 1 tasks were: 

Task 1.1 Identification and engagernent of stakeholders 

Task. 1.2 Review o1 background to existing AD B requirements 

Task 1.3 Review of existing fire load survey information 

Task 1.4 Review of large-scale fully developed fires 

Task 1.5 Expel mental programme 

Task 1.6 Analysis and Cost Benefit Analysis 

Task 1.7 Reporting 

2 Programme of work 

2.1 Stakeholder engagement 

Ths work stream has involve6 tqe participation o" an industry Steering Group, Satellite Steering Group A 
Ths group prov de6 nput durng ~he course o1 ~he worK, giving Feedback on ~he researcq methodology as 
well as key deliverables and milestones. This g-oup met three tmes 
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6 Final Work Stream Report BD 2887 (D23V2) 286855 

The organisations represented at the Steering Group are as follows. 

¯ Building Regulations Division, Department for Communities 
and Local Government (DCLG) 

¯ BRE Project team 
British Constructional Steelwork Association (BCSA) 
Association of Specialist Fire Protection (ASFP) 
Association of Building Engineers (ABE) 
British Automatic Fire Sprinkler Association (BAFSA) 
Business Sprinkler Alliance (BSA) 

Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA) 
The Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB) 
The Concrete Centre 
Fire Brigades Union (FBU) 
Fire Industry Association (FIA) 
Institution of Fire Engineers (IFE) 
LABC 
National Register of Access Consultants (NRAC) 
Passive Fire Protection Federation (PFPF) 
RICS Building Control Professional Group (RICS) 
RISCAuthority 
Scottish Building Standards iSBS) 
Shore Engineering 
Structural Timber Association (STA) 
Warw cksi~ire FRS 
Wesh Government (WG) 

2.2 Review of background to existing AD B requirements 

A review has been undertaken of the principa document underpinning the current regu atory guidance wth 
respect to fre resistance to understand the methodology and backg-ound to the current guidance. The 
current gu dance in AD B s based large y on the findings from the PosbWar Building Studies No. 20 Fire 
Grading of Buildings Ra~t I General Principles and Structural Precautions~ published in 1948. The current 

provisions are largely based on this ploneen ng document with fire load density (i.e. fire load divided by floor 

area) forming the principal hazard categories set alongside the type of construction -equiring elements of 
structure to achieve a specified period of fire -esistance. Three hazard categories are identified 

corresponding to ’low’, ’moderate’ aqd ’hgh’ fire loads The vaues corresponding to these categories are 

s gnif cantly higher than the correspondiqg figures used for the performaqce based design of buildings 
suggesting that pedormance based approaches are based on more recent information such as the fire load 
densities tabulated in the ClB W14 design guide for structural fre safety5 (See Section 2.3). 

In the Post-War Bui ding S&~d es No 20 report three categor es of occupancy are identilied principally oil 
the basis of the fire load expected in each case as illustrated in Table 1 
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Low fire load -< 100,000 -< 1134 Flats, offices, hotels etc. 

Moderate fire load 100,000 -< 200,000 1134 -< 2269 Shops, factories etc. 

High fire load 200,000 -< 400;000 2269 -< 4538 Warehouses and 
storage 

Note. For conversion from BTUfft2toMJ/m2x 0.001054/0.092903) 

Table 1 - Occupancy characteristics from Post-War Building Studies No. 20 

The concept of ’normal’ and ’abnormal’ fire loads is used to quantify the additional risk related to ignitability, 
burning rate and products of combustion of certain materials as well as the impact that certain activities 
may have on the risk of fire initiation. This concept recognises that situations involving identical fire loads 
may create additional risks in relation to fire initiation and propagation. 

Those familiar with fire load densities used for modern per[ormance based fire engineering design solutions 
2 would be surprised to see that fire load densities up to 1134 MJ/m are classified as low fire load. Typical 

cosign values for offces aqd residential bu Idings woud be of the order of 570 aqd 780 M Jim=, respect vely 

T~e relationship between 8r~ load density and 8r~ esistance peliod for ce lu osic ires was dentified based 

on USA data as shown in Table 2 

10 48.8 80,000 907.6 1 
+ + 

15                  73.2 120,000 13614 1.5 

20 97.6 160,000 18152 2 
+ 

30                  1464               240,000             27228              3 

40 1952 320,000 36304 4.5 

50 244 380,000 4538 6 
+ 

60             2928           z.3,200          54456          7 

2 2 Note. For conversion from Ibf[t to kgim x 0453592/0.092903. 

Table 2 = Relationship between fire load density and fire resistance period from Post=War Building 
Studies No. 26 

The relationship n Table 2 ,vas used to develoo the categories in the Fire Grading of Buildings report, as 
shown in Tabe 3. 
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< 100000 < 1134 Low fire load 1 

100000 - 200000 1134 - 2269 Moderate fire load 2 

200000 - 400000 2269 - 4538 High fire load 4 

Table 3 - Categorisation in Fire Grading of Buildings report 

The concept of ~ully protected’ construction was developed to cover those buildings designed to withstand 
a complete bum out i.e. the protection provided equals the severity anticipated. 

Special requirements are included in relation to separating and division walls. It is recommended that 
separating walls i.e. walls which separate different buildings should provide at least 4 hours fire resistance 
(Ioadbearing capacity, integrity and insulation, as appropriate) regardless of the fire load. Division walls 

separating different fire risks within the same building should be related to the fire load category although it 
is recommended that at least 2 hours fire resistance is provided even where a low fire load is present. 
External walls of 1 hour fire resistance are restricted to buildings of up to 15 m (56 if). Above this height, 
external walls should be of at least 2 hours fire resistance and 4 hours in the case of high fire loads. 

Other categories were defined with a fire resistance less than that required to suR~ive complete burn out as 
shown in Tabe 4. 

Seven categories of construction are identified rang ng from fully protected structures designed to survive a 
complete bum out of all combust ble materia through to combustible materials without any specif c fire 
resistance requ rement. 

1 -> 4 Fully protected 

2 -> 2 Fully protected 

+ 

3                 -> 1                      Fully protected 

Large warehouses, large shops, 

fac[ories, oftice blocks, blocks o1 
fats 

4 -> 0.5 Part ally protected Small shops or factories, 
apar[ment houses 

5 -> 2 (external walls ony} Externally protected 

6 0 but incombustib e Un0rotected Singe storey factories, garages 

materials incombustible 

7 0 Combustible Timber houses, factories etc. 

Table 4 - Categories of construction from Post-War Building Studies report 
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Strict restrictions on the use of combustible material apply for Types 1-3. With the exception of fire-rated 

timber doors, it is recommended that all structural pa~ts of fully protected buildings requiring fire resistance 
should be of incombustible (nowadays referred to as non-combustible - see Table A6 of AD B for definition) 

material. This has important implications when considering limitations in relation to allowable heights of 
buildings. The criteria in relation to fire resistance for each type of construction is summarised in Table 5. 

Fully protected Design for burn out based on fire load density Type 1, 2 and 3 

Partially protected Not capable of surviving a complete burn out Type 4 

construction 

Externally protected Internal construction has no specified fire Type 5 

resistance but external walls have -> 2 hours 

Unprotected incombustible No specified fire resistance (other than Type 6 

construction separating walls) but incombustible material 

e.g. porial frames 

Combustible construction    No fire resistance Type 7 

Table 5 - Relationship between fire resistance performance and form of const~Jction 

A summary of the grad ng recommendations giwng the fire res stance reqJirements of the varioJs e ements 
of st[ucture for each type of const[uction is preserrted in Table 6 

Wals and columns or beams support ng wals Floors and roofs and 

Extema Seoarating Division Othel fire resisting or supporting foors and roofs 
oad~earing 

Type I 4 4 4 4 4 

Type 2 2 4 2/4+ 2 2 

Type 3 2/1 * 4 2/4+ 1 1 

Type4 2/1" 4 2/4+ 1 0.5 
+ 

Type 5     2 4               2/4+        1 

Type 8 4 2/4+ 

Type 7 - 4 2/4+ - - 

¯ lhourfor owFireloadoccupanciesinfrarqe~buil6n ~ below 50 F[ (15 m) 

+ If occupancy is of high fire load 

Table 6 - Summary of grading recommendations 
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Restrictions on maximum height/floor area/cubic capacity apply depending on the type of occupancy as 
defined by the nature of the anticipated fire load and the accessibility of the building or compartment. The 

restrictions on maximum compar[ment size in relation to height, floor area or cubic capacity were defined 
based on a study of existing requirements. 

The principle of establishing an appropriate fire resistance period for a particular occupancy and height of 
building is the same in the current guidance as the approach used in the 1946 document. The fire severi[y 
is assumed to be a function principally of the type and magnitude of the fire load. The size of the building in 
terms of height, floor area and cubic capacity is related to the consequences of failure and the accessibility 
for means of escape and fire fighter access. 

The basic methodology underpinning the fire grading of buildings is summarised in Figure 1. There is an 
acknowledged acceptance that there may be cases where buildings will need to exceed the proposed limits 
on floor area, cubic capacity and height. It is therefore clear that the recommendations were never 
intended to cover all forms of construction just as the guidance in AD B does not cover all types of building. 

Grade occupancy according 
to fire load (Low, Moderate, 

High) 

Categosse type ok fire load 
(No[mal, Abnorr[ al) 

Grade building according to 
type of construction (Types 

1-7) 

Sub-divide building as 
requ red 

Obse~;e limitations on 
height, foor area and 
volume as required 

Figure f - Methodology underpinning Fire Grading of Buildings 
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To illustrate the similarities between the approach adopted in the Post-War Building Studies Report and the 

current guidance, a fire resistance period will be derived using both the recommendations of the Post-War 

Building Studies and the current guidance in relation to the following cases: 

¯ Case A, an 8-storey office building 32 m high 

¯ Case B, a 5-storey residential building 15 m high 

Case A, an office building with a ’normal’ fire load type and distribution, would be classed as low fire load. 

Assuming the building will need to be fully protected i.e. protected to withstand a burn out then the structure 
(excluding external walls) could be designed using incombustible material to provide a fire resistance of one 
hour (Type 3). However, the external walls and any internal compartment walls would require two hours 

fire resistance. 

Using Approved Document B guidance, the required period of fire resistance for such a building would be 

two hours but the building would require an automatic sprinkler system. Elements not forming part of the 

structural frame would only require 90 minutes fire resistance. The results are summarised in Table 7. 

Walls and columns or beams supporting walls Floors and 

roofs and 
External Seoarating Division Other fire c.o urrlns and 

resisting or beams 
Ioedbeadng supporting 

Fire Grad ng of 2 4 2              1 1 

buildings Type 

3 

AD B 2 2 1.8 2 

Table 7 - Comparison between fire gradb~g of buildi~gs approach and AD B guidance for Case A 

Case B. a resident al building (apartment hock) with a ’norma’ fre load type and d stdbution, would be 

classed as low fire load. Assuming the build ng will need to be fully protected i.e. protected to withstand a 

burn out, then the structu-e (excluding external wals) coud be designed using incombustible matedal to 

provide a fire resistance of one hour (Type 3}. However, the external wals and any internal compartment 

There is also a possibility to ¢.onstruct the building fro~q~ Tyoe 4 or Type 5 construction. Where Type 4 

consh~Jction s used, then fi-e -esisting construction is required but t does not need to be inco~q~bustible. 

Where Tyoe 5 construction is used, the external walls need to be inco~q~bustible, but the internal 

Using AD B guidance, the reCu#ed period of fire iesistance for such a building would be one hour The 
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Walls and columns or beams supporting walls Floors and 

External 
roofs and 

suppoding 
floors and roofs 

Fire grading of 2 1 
buildings Type 
3 

Fire grading of 1 0.5 

Separating Division 

4 2 

4 2 

4 2 

Other fire 
resisting or 
Ioadbearing 

buildings Type 
4 

Fire Grading of 2 
buildings Type 
5 

Table 8 - Comparison between Fire Gradi~g of Buildings approach and AD B Guidance for Case B 

The review has established that the guidance n the Approved Document in relat on to oeriods of fire 

resistance is strongly influenced by the -ecommendations of the Post-War Building Stud es resea-ch. The 

current values a-e a comb nation of statistical data (fire loads), exper mental data (calorific values), 

engineenng calculations suppoFted by emoidcal obseRzations (time equiva ence) and eng neenng 

judgement nfluenced by experience of real fres, commercia cons derations and political decisions. 

One area which is completely absent in the work of the Post-War Building Studies research is the mpact of 

ventilation on fire growth and development. Fi-e sevedty is assumed to be pu-ely a function o" the fi-e oad 

and the floor area o= the compadment This is clearly a major s~mpl fication of real fire behaviour 

2.3 Review of existing fire load survey information 

The relationship between fire load and fire sever ty established in the Post-War Bu Id ng Studies Fire 
Grading of Buildings was based on unpublished work f-om the Building Research Station which ndicated 
that the fire load of residential bui dings, hotels, hospitals, schoo s and similar occupancies does not exceed 
100,000 BTUfft2 (1,134 MJ/m~). The fire load of shops and factories is generally greater than this value and 

the fire load ot warehouses may be as much as 1,000.000 BTU/ft~ (I 1,345 M J/m=). 

The most comprehensive set of data -elating to fi-e oad densities yet produced was compiled as part of the 

ClB W14 guide to structu-a fire safety5. The tabulated values from ths document are summarised n Table 

9 with respect to vadable fi-e oad dens ties for vat ous occupancies. The values given are approximate 
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averages for each data set. The source document should be consulted for the detailed breakdown 

according to the type of occupancy and for the reference to the odginal data source. 

Dwelling Swedish 820 750 

European 796 860 890 642 

Swiss (flat) 330 

USA 320 

Office Swedish 675-720 - 411 

European 570 740 950 420 

European 520 770 920 410 

European 330 

Swiss 580-750 

USA 555 

USA 580 

Shops 
~ European 

- !- !- 478 

Table 9 - Summary of variable fire load data from C~B W14 Design Guide 

summarised in Table 10. 
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Dwelling PD 7974-16 870 920 970 780 

Offices 570 670 760 420 

Shops 900 1100 1300 600 

Hospitals 350 440 520 230 

Hotels 400 460 510 310 

Manufacturing 1800 2240 2690 1180 
and storage 
(< 150 kg/m2) 

Manufacturing 470 590 720 300 

Schools 360 410 450 285 

Lib[ades 2250 2550 1500 

E~,vel ing BS EN 1991-1-22 948 780 

Offices 511 420 

Shops 730 600 

Hospitals 280 230 

Hotels 377 310 

Schools 347 285 

Libraries 1824 - - 1500 

Table f0 - Tabulated characteristic fire load densities from national and Eurc ~ean fire engineering 

codes 

The codified values are very s milar The average values for each occu0arqcy type are exact y the same 
suggesting that they are both based on the same data set PD 7974-1 ~pecif cally a~kno~’~ledges the 
Desgn Guide a~ the ~our~e of the tabulated values. It s therefore reasonable to assume that both the 
national aqd European tabulated fire load densities are based on these values. The values suggest that the 
principa source of nformat on is the Swed sh data referenced in the CIB desgn gude. 

More recent fire load suweys support the values above in relation to shopping rnalls an6 offices. Four 
shopping mals were su veye6 by Carmen an~ Chow7 The results in te ms ol the range ol Iire load 

densities encountered are summarised in Table 11 
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15 Final Work Stream Report BD 2887 (D23V2) 286855 

A 4500 320-1670 

B 12300 190-2440 

C 6100 100-2530 

D 12506 75-1730 

Table 11 - Range of fire load densities found by Carmen and Chow 

A comprehensive survey of fire load densities was undertaken by the Fire Protection Research Association 
in the USA8 based on a sample size of 103 offices which compared different survey methods. The results 

are summarised in Table 12. 

+ 

80% ffact le 1572                   871                    1077 

90% fract le 1805 996 1182 

95% ffact le 2090 1188 1282 

The resu ts ndicate a higher fire load density than that provided n the national and European standards. 

The combination methodo ogy (weighing and inventory~ is thought to p= ovide the most accu= ate = esults. 

Fourteen clothing stores P Canada were su’veyed as par~ o, a research project to characteSse design, res 

for such premises9 The results indicated a spread of fire load density between 1-<,2 and 755 MJ!m2 wth a 

95% Fract le of 661 M Jim which s considerably Iowe ~han the ~abu a~ed values n ~he coCes. This study 
was based on a comprehensive survey oF 168 s~ores oF all ~ypes coeducted in Canada The survey 
iedicated a mean va ue of 750 MJ/~q~ M?ich is h gher than the codiSed values. 

guko~;ski~ p,~sented historic data from the USA and provided a comsarison with Swiss data. He 

concluded that the numbers were reasonab y consistent even though they covered a tme span of almost 
50 years and were based on survey data from different cont nents. He aso mentions that fire engineer ng 
guideline documents recommend that the 90 Y~ or 95 ~ fractile values a, e n the design. In the UK the 80% 
tactile value is usually adopted fo fire engi leerklg design calculat ons 

More up to date sup,,ey data was presented n relat on to qotels at a SFPE keynote presentation in October 
2012~. The data is summarised with respect to mean, 80% and 95% ffactile vaues in Table 13. 
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Mean        1 80% fractile     95% fractile Mean 80% fractileC95% fractile 

388 
~             453 

539 535 632 

Table ’13 - Fire load survey data for hotels 

While the variable fire load densities are in line with the figures from published codes and standards, the 
total fire load densities are well in excess of these figures. With modern forms of construction, ~ncreas~ng 
amounts of corn bustible material are incorporated within the fabric or frame of the building. 

f12 Hietaniemi and Mikkola have argued that increasing prosperity may result in an increase in fire load 

density within dwellings. The theory is supported by comparative data from the USA in 1970 and Canada in 
2004 which suggests an increase of around 30% to 40% over this thirty year period which is at odds with 
the conclusions drawn by Bukowski. Based on their observations they provided an estimate for fire load 

densities for apartments in Finland with an average value of 509 MJ/m2 and an 80% fractile value of 575 
MJ/m2. These values are averaged with significant differences between the vadous rooms comprising the 
dwelling. It should be noted that these increased values are significantly lower than the corresponding 
design values from national and European fire engineering codes. 

Based on a review of available fre load sur-¢ey data the following conclusions can be drawr-: 

The current gu dance in re ation to periods ot fire resistance is partly based on fre load survey 
r~formation which s out of date 

The desgn values of f re load density adopted in fire engineerlqg codes and stat~dards are based 
on the survey data contained within the CIB W14 Design Gude: Structura Fire Safety. A 
compadsoq betweeq the CIB W14 fire load suwey data and the tabulated data from the codes 
suggest that the values contaiqed within qational and European standards appear to be based, in 
particular, on sup!ey results from Sweden. 

The values n the national (PD 7974-1) and European (BS EN 1991-1-2) codes are very similar 
It is currently recommended witqin tile National Annex to BS EN 1991-1-2 tqat the PD 7974-1 
values are adopted for desgn within tqe UK. These values are set out n the background paper 
(PD 6688-1-2) that prov des non-contradictory comp ementary information (NCCl) Ior use in the 
UK witq BS EN 1991-1-2 and its UK National Annex 

The availab e data ind care a significant variat on in data sets from individual countries. This is to 
be expected as fre load density wil be inf uenced by factors such as economic srosperity, 
ava lab lity and cost of land for development and cultural factors. 

The data in national and Europeat~ codes at~d stat~dards are based on survey data related to 
variab e (moveable) fire load density and do not incorporate combust ble materia which s tself 
bar[ of the fabrc or structure o= the bu Id ng. 
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2.4 Review of large-scale fully developed fires 

A review of large-scale fire tests was undertaken to consider how the results (in relation to peak 
temperature, overall duration and equivalent pedod of fire severity) tie in with predictive methods from 
performance based fire eng~neenng codes and standards such as the parametric approach set out in BS 

EN 1961-1-2 or the time equivalent methodology underpinning the alternative approach to specifying fire 
resistance periods in BS 9999. In order to consider the accuracy of the various design methods, it is 
necessary to have access to a great deal of information on the fire including magnitude and distribution of 

fire load, compartment geometry, ventilation conditions and type of construction involved. BRE has access 
to a large database of full scale fire tests which has been used to ’calibrate’ the pe¢ormance based design 

approaches identified above. The majoriiy of fire tests considered either formed par[ of a series of tests 
undertaken by the Joint Fire Research Organisation in conjunction with the Bdtish Iron and Steel 

Federation (BISF) in the 1960s or formed part of a series of large-scale fire tests undertaken at the BRE’s 
Large Building Test Facility at Cardington. The tests included in the review are listed in Table 14. 

1 BRE corner~3 720 720 0.183 54 

2 BS corner~3 810 1600 0 05 76 
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18 Large compartment 4:D 360 415 0.022 138 

19 Large compartment 5:D 360 415 0.012 138 

20 Large compartment 6~ 360 415 0.003 138 

21 Large compar~men~ 7~ 360 377 0.05 36 

22 Large compartment 82 360 732 0 057 138 

23 Large compartment 92 360 415 0 058 138 

24 Large hollow core (x2)2~ 585 1060 0 03 125 

25 TF200022 414 720 0 038 21 5 

26 SIPS (x4)=~ 450 520 0.026 12 

27 BISF A24 135 1768 0.06 287 

28 B!SF B24 135 1768 0 06 28 7 
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43 BISF Q=4 540 553 0.06 287 

44 BISF R=4 540 553 0.12 287 

45 BISF S24 135 677 0.06 287 

46 BISF U=~ 1080 1768 0.06 287 

47 BISF V24 1080 1768 0 03 28 7 

48 BISF W24 135 1768 0 12 28 7 

49 BISF X24 270 1768 0 06 28 7 

50 BISF yZ4 135 1768 0 12 28 7 

Table ’14 - Large-scale fire tests included in review together with relevant parameters 

For all the tests in Table 14, atmosphere temperatures have been recorded allowing a comparison between 

measured and predicted values of peak temperature. For many tests, indicative specimens were included 

to allow a compadso’q with a’q e~uivalet~t period of ere exposure to the sta.qdard fire curve. Where this data 

is avalable, a combat son is made with pred cted and measured vakJes of time equiva ence All available 

large-scale fire test information has been -eviewed In certain cases, such as test -eferences 1, 2, 6 and 8, 

there were changes to the vent lat on condition over the cou-se of the fire test However, this is to be 

expected in real situations where glazing will break over the course of the fire. Estimates representative of 

the range of ventilation ¢.ond tions have been used in all cases where there have been changes over the 

course of the test 

Ti~e oamparisons in reims of peak temoerature arid tree to oeak terf peratuie as predicted using the 
parametric approach aie i[lustiated g[aphically n Figures 2 to 8 In order to ma~e interpretation of the data 
a Ittle easier, the BISF fire tests are oansidered separately For both the parametric arid time equivalent 

approaches, there are limits to specific parameters outside of which the calculat on is no longer valid. 
Where the parameters of a particu ar fire test le outside the scooe of validation for the predictive equation 
this is identif ed. Figure 2 shows the va ue of the measured to oredicted temperature for a total of 35 arge- 
scale fre tests. All parameters were withn the allowable scope of the parametric equation and the 
complementary information contained within the UK National Annex with the exceotion ot test re~erence 21 
where the opening factor s ower than the minimum vaue perm Bed. Values above unity mean that the 
parametric equation under predicts peak temperature while values below unity mean that the parametric 
eduat on over predicts oeak temperature. 
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Figure 2 - Comparison between measured and peak temperatures for a range of large-scale fire 
tests 

Figure 3 shows the same relationship for the BISF tests. 
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Figure 3 - Comparison between measured and predicted peak temperatures for BISF tests 

Although all the test parameters satisly the criteria 1or use ol the parametric equatiot~ it~ relatiot~ to open~t~g 

1actor at~d thermal properties ol the compar[ment lit~ings, a number ol the tests [27, 28, 36, 37, 41,42, 45, 
48 at~d 50] have low 1ire Ioac~s that do not satisly the requirement 1or the 1ire Ioac~ density related to total 
surface area qtd tO lie between 50 anti 1000 MJ/m=. II these values are removed 1tom the comparisot~, the 

parametric approach provides a reasonable agreemet~t between measurecl at~d prec~icted peak temperature 
in line with Figure 2. Figure 4. shows the correlation with the low fire load values removed. 
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Figure 4 - Compadson between measured and predicted peak temperatures for BISF tests with low 

fire load values removed 

Figure 5 shows the comparison between measured and predicted times to peak temperature for the range 
of fire tests covered in Figure 2. 
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Figure 5 - Compadson between measured and predicted time to peak temperatures for a range of 
large fire tests 

The correlation is generally very good. Where the parametric approach under predicts time to peak 
temperatures this is generally due to a pre-flashover phase. Figure 6 is a similar comparison for the BISF 
experimental programme. 
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Figure 6 - Comparison between measured and predicted time to peak temperature for BISF fire tests 

The results show that the parametric approach provides a reasonable estimate of peak compar[ment 
temperature and time to peak temperature for a wide range of different parameters. 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between measured and predicted values of time equivalence for the fire 

experiments shown in Figure 2. The measured values are based on instrumented steel sections placed 

within the fire compar[ment for which standard fire test data is available. The predicted values are based on 
the time equivalence formulation set out in BS EN 1991-1-2 and associated National Annex and NCCl. 
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Figure 7 - Compadson between measured and predicted values of time equivalence for a range of 
large-scale fire tests 

Figure 8 shows the corresponding relationship for the BISF tests. 
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Figure 8 - Comparison between measured and predicted values of time equivalence for BISF tests 

In Figure 8, a m~n~mum period of 20 minutes has been assumed for the predicted period of fire resistance. 

This is consistent with observed behaviour in real fires and takes into account inconsistent values due to 

low fire load densities. 

The results show that the time equivalent approach provides a reasonable estimate of equivalent severity 

for a wide range of different parameters. 

2.5 Experimental programme 

The database of fire tests reviewed above incorporates a wide range of different parameters with 

compartment floor area ranging from 12 m2 to 378 m2, fire load densities ranging from 135 MJ/m~ to 1080 

MJ/m~ and opening factors ranging from 0.002 m ~ to 0.18 m ~. While a number of the fire tests have 

considered the impact of the thermal properties of compartment linings on fire growth and development, 

this remains an area where further work is required. 

Modern methods of construction incorporate large quantities of thermal insulation within the wall, floor and 

roof construction to provide the energy efficiency performance required by modern regulations. More 

information is required on the impact of the thermal properties of compartment linings on fire grow[h and 

development. 

Three fully-developed post flashover fire experiments were conducted in this project ~n support of Work 

Stream 1. A specially designed compartment was used to carry out the experiments relevant to this work 
stream as well as providing additional information for other work streams within the research project. The 
compartment had internal dimensions of 3.6 m long, 3.6 m deep and 2.4 m high with provision for a 2.0 m 
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high, 2.0 m wide opening in one wall. The walls of the corn partment were built from medium density load 
bearing concrete blocks 100 mm thick (density 1400 kg/m3). The roof of the compar[ment was constructed 
from a reinforced concrete beam and block system supported on two of the block walls. The floor of the 
laboratory was protected by either plasterboard sheets or sand. 

To provide alternative levels of thermal insulation to the rig, non-combustible linings were selected to give 

thermal per[ormance equivalent to walls and ceilings used in modern buildings. The insulation options and 
experimental programme are g~ven in Table 15. 

Experiment Work Ventilation Insulation Roof Date 
number stream structure 

1 1, 6 Wall 1.5 m2 Very high Closed 28th November 2013 

2 1, 6 Wall 1.5 m2 High Closed 11th December 2013 

3 1, 6 Wall 1.5 m2 Low Closed 17th December 2013 

Table 18 - Experimental programme for Work stream 1 

The 2 m by 2 m opening provided access to the rig to change lining materials, construct the fire and to 
remove debris. During each fire, the opening was partly blocked to provide the required wall ventilation. 

The basic structure, prior to Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 9 - View of the fire compartment looking in from front ventilation opening 
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To assist with the location of instrumentation and other items in the rig, a reference grid was devised. This 

is shown in Figure 10. 

|m- 
mm| 

Figure 10 - Plan of rig showing reference grid and location of cribs 

To provide alternative levels of thermal insulation, the rig included a non-combustible lining selected to g~ve 
thermal pen~ormance equivalent to walls and ceilings used in modern buildings. The three options are 
given in Table 16. 

Level Relative Construction Thermal properties U value 
degree of (W/m2K) 
insulation 

1 Low Walls: BIockwork, no lining Conductivity 0.42 W/mK 3.33 
Thermal inertia 660 
j/m2s~/2K 

Roof: Precast concrete Conductivity 1.0 W/mK 2.36 
beam and block floor Thermal inertia 1160 

j/m2s~/2K 

2 High Walls: Block work, lined Conductivity 0.24 W/mK 1.84 
with plasterboard Thermal inertia 526 

j/m2s~/2K 

Roof: Precast concrete Conductivity 0.24 W/mk 1.96 
beam and block floor lined Thermal inertia 526 
with plasterboard j/m2sl/2K 

3 Very high Walls: Block work lined Conductivity 6.02 W/mK 6.36 
with ceramic blanket Thermal inertia 54 

j/m2s~/2K 

Roof: Precast concrete Conductivity 0.02 W/mK 0.56 
beam and block floor lined Thermal inertia 54 
with ceramic blanket j/m2s~/2K 

Table 16 - Thermal insulation 
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Although it is true that higher levels of insulation produce more severe fires in terms of peak temperature 

and time to flashover there is no simple correlation between the impact of U values and the thermal 

properties of compar[ment linings. U values are used to determine heat transfer over a long period of time 
under steady state conditions where all constituent layers will play a role in providing insulation. In a fire 
situation the interaction between the compartment linings and the development of the fire is primarily 

influenced by those materials in direct contact with the fire compar[ment with materials on the non-fire side 
playing a less important role. 

The key dimensions and material properties of the experimental ng are summarised as follows. 

Internaldimensions: 

Width 3.6 m 

Depth 3.6 m 

Height 2.4 m 

Wall block thickness: 100 mm 

Insulation thickness: 

Ceramic fibre: 25 mm 

Plasterboard: 12.5 mm 

Wall opening: 2.0 m by2.0 m 

Blocked to 1.5 m wide by 1.0 m high opening in Experiments 1, 2 and 3 

Material proper[ies: 

Material Density 
(p) 

Conductivity 

(k) 
Specific 

heat 
capacity 

(c) 

kg/m3 W/m/K J/kg/K 

Block work    1375 0.42 753 

Plasterboard 900 0.24 1250 

Sand 1750 1.0 800 

Ceramic 128 0.02 1130 

fibre 

Thermal 
inertia 

(.8 - .~ 

j/m2sl~2K 

660 

520 

1185 

54 

Table 17 - Thermal properties for compartment linings 

For each experiment, a fire load of 570 M Jim2 (averaged over the entire floor area) has been used. 
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For Experiments 1 to 3, the fire load was distributed across six wooden cribs made up of 1 m long 50 mm 

square section Scots pine timber sticks with a moisture content of less than 13%. The sticks were arranged 
in seven layers of ten sticks as shown in Figure 11. Figure 10 shows the locations of the cribs centred at 

locations B2, C2, D2, B3, C3, and D3. The crib at location C2 was constructed on a weighting plat[otto; this 
raised its upper surface from the floor by approximately 150 mm (see Figure 11). 

Figure 11 -View of cribs inside rig prior to Experiment 1 

The common instrumentation for all the experiments was: 

Six thermocouple columns at locations B2, C2, D2, B3, C3, and D3. 

Each column had thermocouples at distances of 100, 400, 600, 1000 and 1400 mm from the 
ceiling. 

Weighting platform under cdb 03. 

Two sets of three wall thermocouples (exposed side, middle, unexposed side) at grid lines A and 

Experiments 1 to 3 with a wall opening included heat flux meters at 4 m from the centre of the opening (1.4 

m from the floor). 

Experiments 1 to 3 included indicative protected steel sections suspended from the ceiling to provide 
information on the severity of the fires relative to an equivalent period in a standard fire test. Each sample 

had three thermocouples to measure the temperature of the steel flanges and web. It has not been possible 
to obtain standard fire test data corresponding to the instrumented sections so it is not possible to obtain 

measured values of time equivalence. However, the results indicate that the severiiy of the compariment 
fires was in excess of the design fire resistance of the protected steel sections. 
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Experiments 1 to 3 included an array of six velocity measurement probes and thermocouples as shown in 
Figure 11. The instruments were located at on the centre line of the opening at 1/5, 2/5, 3/5 and 4/5 of the 
depth from the top of the opening and one at ~/4 and =A width of the opening and 1/5 from the top of the 
opening. 

The data were recorded using a data logger scanning each channel every 2.5 seconds. 

Each experiment was recorded with at least one fixed video camera and observers took still and video 
images together with visual observation notes. 

Experiment 1 -details and observations 

Date and time: 28th November 2613 at 14:00 

Ventilation: Wall opening 1.5 m wide, 1.0 m high, sill 0.9 m above floor. 

Ventilation factor (~4-~ ~1") = 1.5 m3/2 

Opening Factor (.4,~ ~.’14 ;-) = 1.5/47.5 = 0.032 m 

Insulation: Very high (see Table 15) 

Thermal inedia, b = 54 j/m2s~2K 

Fire load: Six wood cribs, fire load = 570 MJ/m2 

Observations: Laboratory ambient temperature = 10°C prior to ignition 

Time Observation 

(rains: secs) 

-5:00 Ignition countdown started: data logging begins 

0:00 Ignition started 

1:30 Ignition established, lower section of opening in place 

3:00 Flames tips at sill level 

7:00 Flame tips reach compartment ceiling 

7:50 Flames leave compartment 

7:50 Intumescent on indicative specimen activated 

8:00 Flashover 

10:00 Strong external flaming black smoke. Smoke from Target 1 
12:00 Smoke from Target 2 

17:06 Mass loss instrumentation fails 

30:30 Target 1 falls from stand 

40:00 Frame over sill falls away 

53:00 Spalling of roof - test terminated 

57:00 Explosive failure of lintel 

90:00 Data logging stopped 

Table 18 - Experiment 1 observations 
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Experiment 1 - results 

Figure 12 shows the spatially-averaged temperature of the six thermocouples mounted 1 m below the 

ceiling (at approximately the centre height of the opening) and some of the key events during the 

experiment. 

Experiment i 
1400 

1200 

2C0                                               _ 

0 

0 20 40 60 

Time (min) 

Figure 12 -Average temperature 1 m below ceiling and key events for Experiment 1 

To illustrate the severity of the conditions in the compartment, Figure 13 shows a comparison 
between the average temperature 1 m below the ceiling and the standard fire resistance cuwes . 

1400 

1200 

80O 

Experiment I 

20 40 60 80 

Time (min) 

Standard FR Curve 

Hydrocarbon FR curve 

Figure 13 -Average temperature 1 m below ceiling and "fire resistance 
curves" for Experiment I 
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Figure 14 summarises the development of the fire using a series of "snapshots" of the data at key times 

during the experiment. These show an image of the fire, the vertical temperature profile at location C3 
(above the back centre crib), a calculation of heat release rate based on the weighing platform data, 
maximum temperature recorded and the radiation intensity 4 m from the centre of the opening. The heat 
release rate data is calculated from the mass loss rate obtained for crib C2. The assumption is that the 
mass loss rate from the other cribs is identical and that the heat release rate is given by a two minute time 
averaged mass loss rate multiplied by the heat of combustion for timber (17.5 MJ/kg). 

0.8 MW 

Maximum 
Temperature 247°C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 0.05 kW/m2 

5 minutes (Pre flashover) 

Heatreleaserate 
3.5 MW 

Maximum 
Temperature 830°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 2.7 kW/m2 

8 minutes (Flashover) 

\            3.5 MW 

Temperature 950°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 2.7 kW/m2 

9 minutes (Post flashover) 

Heat release rate 
3.5 MW 

Maximum 
Temperature 1131 °C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 4.7 kW/m2 
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12 minutes 

15 minutes 

17 minutes (end of mass loss rate data) 

30 minutes (prior to target at 2m falling away) 

40 minutes (frame above sill falls away) 

Maximum 
Temperature 1162°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 5.6 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 
No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1158°C 

Radiation intensi[y at 

4 m, 6.3 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1230°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 8.6kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1231°C 

Radiation intensi[y at 
4 m, 9.4 kW/m2 
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45 minutes 

Heat release rate 

No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1213°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 10.2 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1211°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 9.3 kW/m2 

50 minutes 

Heat release rate 

No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 1172°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 7.7 kW/m2 

53 minutes (at termination) 

Figure 14 -Time line for Experiment 1 

An indicative column element with an intumescent coating was present in the rig under the ceiling 
near location C3. Figure 15 shows the temperature history at three points on the element. 
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Experiment I 

1200 

0.(30 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 

~me (min) 

Indicative 1 

--Indicative 2 

Indicative 3 

Figure 15 - Indicative column element temperatures for Experiment 1 

The rise in temperature after ~18 minutes indicates failure of the protective coating on the indicative 

After the test was terminated, during the period while the fire was being extinguished, the lintel above 

the 2 m opening failed explosively. There had already been some spalling of some of the roof beams 

at this time. It is not clear from video records whether the spalling was a consequence of the structure 

entering a cooling phase or if fire-fighting water had come into contact with the lintel. 

Figure 16 shows some images of the roof beams after the fire had been extinguished. 

Figure 16 - Roof beams after Experiment 
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Experiment 2 - details and observations 

Date and time: 11th December 2013 at 10:00 

Ventilation: Wall opening 1.5 m wide, 1.0 m high, sill 0.9 m above floor. 

Ventilation factor (.4 ~’) = 1.5 m3/2 

Opening Factor (A.~ H,.~ .~) = 1.5/47.5 = 0.032 m 

Insulation: High (see Table 15) 

Thermal inertia, b = 520 j/m2s~/2K 

Fire load: Six wood cribs, fire load = 570 M Jim2 

Observations: Laboratory ambient temperature 7°C prior to ignition 

Time Observation 
(mins: secs) 
-5:00 Ignition countdown started: data logging begins 
0:00 Ignition started 
1:30 Ignition established, lower section of opening in place 
1:30 to 4:30 Grey smoke issuing, buoyant plume 
9:48 Flames filling compartment 
10:00 Flashover 
11:00 Intumescent activated 
20:40 Smoke coming from 2 m wood target 
23:15 Smoke coming from 3 m wood target 
30:30 Lintel spalls 
35:00 Top third of opening 2 m wide (plasterboard at sides fails) 
41:00 Opening 2 m wide over full height 
42:40 2 m wood target falls from stand 

Fire left to burn out naturally 
90:00          Data logging stopped 

Table 19 - Experiment 2 observations 

Experiment 2 - results 

When clearing the debris from the fire, it was noted that much more of the fuel had been consumed at the 
front of the compartment when compared to the back. 

Figure 17 shows the spatially-averaged temperature of the three thermocouples mounted 1 m below the 
ceiling (at approximately the centre height of the opening) on grid lines 2 and 3 and some of the key events 
during the experiment. 
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Experiment 2 

0 20 40 60 80 

Time(min) 

Figure 17 - Average temperature below ceiling and key events for Experiment 2 

To illustrate the severity of the conditions in the compartment, Figure 18 shows a comparison between the 
average temperature 1 m below the ceiling and the standard "fire resistance" curves. 

0    20 

Experiment 2 

40 60 80 

Tirne(min) 

Figure18-Averagetemperature 1 m below ceiling and standard"fireresistance curves"for 
Experiment2 

Figure 19 summarises the development of the fire using a series of "snapshots" of the data at key times 
during the experiment. This shows an image of the fire, the vertical temperature profile at location 03 

(above the back centre crib), a calculation of heat release rate based on the weighing pla[form data as 
described previously, maximum temperature recorded and the radiation intensity 4 m from the centre of the 
opening. 
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5 minutes (Pre flashover) 

10 minutes (Flashover) 

11 minutes (Post flashover) 

15 minutes 

Maximum 
Temperature 180°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 0.03 kW/m2 

Maximum 
Temperature 593°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 0.47 kW/m2 

Maximum 
Temperature 788°C 

Radiation intensi[y at 

4 m, 1.3 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 
No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 837°C 

Radiation intensi[y at 

4 m, 2.5 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

Maximum 
Temperature 966°C 

Radiation intensi[y at 

4 m, 4.0 kW/m2 
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20 minutes 

30 minutes 

2.3 MW 

Maximum 
Temperature 
1127°C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 8.0 kW/m2 

40 minutes 

Heat release rate 
2.7 MW 

Maximum 
Temperature 
1190°C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 10.6 kW/m2 

50 minutes 

Heat release rate 
No data 

Maximum 
Temperature 
1195°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 9.6 kW/m2 

Figure 19 -Time line for Experiment 2 

An indicative column element with an intumescent coating was present in the rig under the ceiling near 
location C3. Figure 20 shows the temperature history at three points on the element. 
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1200 
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Experiment 2 

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 

Figure 20 - Temperatures of indicative column element for Experiment 2 

The rise in temperature after ~35 minutes indicates failure of the protective coating on the indicative 
column. 

Experiment 3 - details and observations 

Date and time: 17th December 2013 at 15:00 

Ventilation: Wall opening 1.5 m wide, 1.0 m high, sill 0.9 m above floor. 

Ventilation factor (Z~.~) = 1.5 m3/2 

Opening Factor (s~ H.,~ ~) = 1.5/47.5 = 0.032 m 

Insulation: Low (see Table 15) 

Thermal inertia, b = 660 j/m2s~/2K 

Fire load: Six wood cribs, fire load = 570 MJ/m2 

Observations: Laboratory ambient temperature 9°C pdor to ignition 
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Time Observation 

(mins: secs) 

-5:00 Ignition countdown star[ed: data logging begins 
0:00 Ignition star[ed 
1:30 Ignition established, lower section of opening in place 
1:50 Buoyant smoke plume rising from com par[ment 
8:28 Intumescent star[s to activate 
11:57 Flames just star[s to come out of opening 
12:50 IntermiSent flames out of opening 
14:28 Back of compar[ment visible 
16:16 Back of compar[ment visible; appears as though one crib is out 
23:00 Flashover 
23:26 Fire "picking up" 
28:25 Insulation went 
32:35 Back of compar[ment visible 
35:30 Test terminated due to development of severe cracks in structure of ng 

90:00 Data logging stopped 
Post test Due to the damage to the experimental dg that occurred, it was decided not 

attempt another experiment with exposed blockwork until the end of the 
programme. 

Table 20 - Experiment 3 observations 

Experiment 3 - results 

Figure 21 shows the spatially-averaged temperature of the six thermocouples mounted 1 m below the 
ceiling (at approximately the centre height of the opening) and some of the key events during the 
experiment. 

Experiment 3 

14bO 

1200 

°°° 
~oo 

5O 

Figure 21 - Average temperature f m below the ceiling and key events for Experiment 3 
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To illustrate the severity of the conditions in the compartment, Figure 22 shows a comparison between the 

average temperature 1 m below the ceiling and the "fire resistance" curves. 

Experiment 3 

Standa~ d FR test 

Hydrocarbon FR test 

Figure 22 - Average temperature 1 m below the ceiling and "fire resistance curves" for 
Experiment 3 

Figure 23 summarises the development of the fire using a series of "snapshots" of the data at key times 

during the experiment. This shows an image of the fire, the vertical temperature profile at location C3 

(above the back centre crib), a calculation of heat release rate based on the weighing platform data as 

described previously, maximum temperature recorded and the radiation intensity 4 m from the centre of the 

opening. 
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5 minutes 

10 minutes 

15 minutes 

20 minutes 

Heatreleaserate 
No data 

Maximum Temperature 
219°C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 0.01 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 
No data 

Maximum Temperature 
647°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 0.43 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

Maximum Temperature 
728oc 

Radiation intensi[y at 

Heatreleaserate 

Maximum Temperature 
731oc 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 1.34 kW/m2 
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23 minutes (flashover) 

Maximum Temperature 
797°C 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 1.7 kW/m2 

Heat release rate 

25minutes 

Maximum Temperature 
884°C 

Radiation intensity at 

4 m, 2.4 kW/m2 

Maximum Temperature 
910oc 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 2.7 kW/m2 

27 minutes (Left hand side panel moves) 

Heat release rate 

Maximum Temperature 
942oc 

Radiation intensity at 
4 m, 3.2 kW/m2 

29 minutes 

Figure 23 - Timeline for Experiment 3 

An indicative column element with an intumescent coating was present inside the rig under the ceiling near 
location C3. Figure 24 shows the temperature history at three points on the element. 
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1200 
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Experiment 3 
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Figure 24 - Temperatures of indicative column element for Experiment 3 

2.6 Analysis and Cost Benefit Analysis 

The work conducted under this work stream has considered the background to the current guidance in 

relation to periods of fire resistance. New per[ormance based methods for characterising fire severity and 
specifying fire resistance periods have been evaluated through a consideration of data from a large senes 
of full scale fire experiments. In order to consider the impact of the levels of insulation typical of modern 

forms of construction on fire growth and development, a number of new fire experiments have been 
under[aken. 

The anticipated fire severity in terms of peak temperature as calculated from the parametric approach is 

compared to the measured data from the three new fire experiments conducted as part of the current 

research project. The results are shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25 - Measured/predicted peak temperatures for the Work stream 1 experiments 

The corresponding relationship for time to peak temperature is illustrated in Figure 26. 

Figure 26 - Measured/predicted time to peak temperatures for Work stream 1 experiments 
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The results show a good correlation between the predicted and measured values. The reason for the low 

values in Figure 25 was mainly due to the requirement to terminate the experiment to prevent more 

extensive damage to the fire compartment. 

The work considered under this work stream has provided validation for design methods already in the 

public domain and already in widespread use. As a consequence, there are no specific changes proposed 
to either the guidance or the regulations therefore a Cost Benefit Analysis is not required for this work 
stream. 

3 Discussion on structural fire engineering design 

This report has considered the scope and applicability of pe¢ormance based methods for characterising fire 
severity through a comparison with data from full scale fire experiments. Specifically, the parametric 
approach set out in BS EN 1991-1-2 and the time equivalent methodology underpinning the alternative 
approach to specifying fire resistance periods in BS 9999 have been considered. 

In terms of specifying fire resistance for elements of structure, the BS 9999 approach allows the designer to 
choose from either a "prescriptive" specification (Table 25) that mirrors Table A2 of Approved Document B 
or an alternative approach (Table 26) that requires the designer to check if ventilation conditions permit the 

use of the table. 

The values in Table 26 were developed by a Task Group under the auspices of the British Standards 

Inst tution The tabulated vaues were derived from extensive fire engineer t~g calculations based upo~~ a 
time equivalent approach to specifying fire res stance 3edods which incorporated parametric fire 
calculatioqs, heat transfer to protected structural stee elements and a Monte Carlo method to iqcorporate a 

large number of variable parameters used as input to the nitial compartment fire calcu ations The analysis 
procedure is as follows: 

1. Calcu ate natural (parametric) fire CUl%~e for specific parameters (O, b, q~,~) within a specif ed range 

2. Ca culate the temperature ok a structural member exposed to the natural fre cu,’ve using the 
fundamental ~r nc pies of heat transfer - for steel beams, the protection thickness is s~ecified such 
that the steel tempe[atu[e does nof exceed 550°C 

3. Ca culate the temperatu-e history for the same member when subject to the standard fre curve. 

The t~q~e equivalent period (for ths fre cu’~’e is the time taken to -each 550°C Linder the standard 

fire curve. 

Ti~is procedure s repeated marly trees using the Monte Carlo method to develop the cumulative frequency 

distribut on. 

While the fundamental ca cu ations n relation to parametric fi-e exposure and tree equivalence have been 

va idated within the current protect for the range of parameters considered in the expedmenta work, there 

are a number of issues wthin the derivation of the tabulated BS 9999 fre resistance per ods that require 

further consideration. These nc ude: 

Risk analysis The outputs from the fire engineering analys~s icumulat ve plot of ecuivalent fire 

resistance periods) we-e quantified in terms of rsk to life safety depending upon the height of the 

bui ding A decision was made to determine what risk is deemed to be acceptable by -elating a 

s0ecific qeight and occu0ancy type to a particular value from the cumulative plot A time equivalent 
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period of 60 minutes was chosen to apply to an office building of 18 m height. This corresponds to 

a fractile value of 80%. In this case, this corresponds to 80% of the cases considered in the Monte 
Carlo analysis for that specific occupancy having a time equivalent value less than 60 minutes. This 
provides a fixed point from which the risk associated with height (and occupant awareness and 
mobility) can be vaded. 

Suppression. The influence of a sprinkler system is accounted for by multiplying the fire load 
density by 0.61 to provide a reduced cumulative plot of equivalent fire resistance periods for each 

occupancy type. This factor was derived as par[ of the Natural Fire Safety Concept based on a 
sem~-probabilistic approach to derive an acceptable target fadure probab~hty (Pt) of 7.23 x 10 per 
building life (1.3 x 106 per year). 

Occupant awareness and mobility. The tabulated values in BS 9999 incorporate the influence of 
occupant awareness and mobility with respect to evacuation characteristics. Specifically, the impact 
of sleeping risk is related to an increased fire resistance requirement by moving up a consequence 

rating. A similar approach is adopted in areas such as medical care facilities incorporating 
horizontal evacuation within a place of safety. In such cases, the consequence rating is increased 
by two categories. 

New height categories. Two new height categories have been introduced at 11 m and 60 m to 
provide a more rational approach to probability of fire occurrence and consequence of failure. 

The current project has brovided a justification for the basic ana yt cal methodology underpinn ng the 

tabulated approach in BS 9999 wth spec tic reference to the 0arametric tiqle-temperature calculat ons and 
the conce0t of time equ va ence However, the cumulative distdbution cuwes for the various occupancies 
have been dedved based on a single "failure" ternperature related to a time taken tot a protected steel 
section to acqieve a specific teql0erature The question arises as to the relevance of tbs to other forms of 

cons[ruction. In soqle ways [be outcorqe can be seen as material independent as it s tea lyjust a means of 
quantifying severity in a comparative manner Certainly, the current prescr ptive approach does not aEeql0t 
to define different peiiods of fire resistance fo[ diffeient sbuctural elements based on specific mechanisr[ s 
of fai u~e. It shoud be possib e to derive simila[ cur~,,es based on a soeciac limiting temperature for a 
specif c re nforced ouncrete bearf, although ti~e heat transfe[ calculat ons would be somewhat more 
complicated Similarty, there is rio [eason in pnnc~p e why smiar ca culations coud riot be undertaken on a 
protected timber flop[ joist with ’Yailure" based on a specified chairing rate Noweve[, tNs appioach would 
[equiie a great deal of effort and the cu[ient state of knowledge with [egard to the peiformance of such 

elements n fife is lir[ ited 

One ~otential approach is to dedve similar values based on a time eauivalent calculation a~proach. 
Although the or ginal ~ur~ose of the time equivalent methodology was to enable fi~e sevedty to be 

eva uated n terms of an equivalent period of heating o= a protected steel member iq a standard furnace 
test, t has beeq used (wthin BS EN 1992-1-2) to derive fire resistaqce perio¢~s independent of the form o 

construction. Such an approach would still need to iqcorporate probabilistic methods to take nto account 
issues such as height of the building, occupant awa~eness and mobility, etc. 

Tqe inclusion of a new table of fire resistance periods alongside tqe ex sting Tabe A2 in AD B is not a 
sensible approach as designers will undoubtedly "cherry pcK" the lowest values from eacq table Replacing 

the existing Table A2 (and Table A1) is one option Tqe new approacq to s0ecifying fire resistance periods 
set out by tqe BS 9999 Task Group is a serious attempt ~o 0roduce a scientgically derived methodology that 
takes into account the principal parameters nfluenc ng Iire growth and development it could be argued that 
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it incorporates factors (such as thermal properties of compartment linings) that are not taken account of in 

the current prescriptive approach. However, there are a number of areas that require fudher investigation. 

A third option would be to reference the design approach within BS 9999 and that of BS EN 1991-1-2 

without providing any fudher technical or suppoding guidance. This would simply be a means of legitimising 

the current situation with the possibility of including fudher information on the scope of applicability of the 

vadous methods and the degree of competence required to apply them. 

To illustrate the impor[ance of a variation in specific parameters, the time equivalent calculation 

methodology has been used to consider a limited variation in parameters for a compadment with a plan 

floor area of 12 m by 12 m, a floor to ceiling height of 3.6 m and lined with plasterboard to give a value for 

thermal d~ffus~wty of 720 Jim s K. A vanahon ~n fire load density covenng the average, 80%, 90% and 95% 

fractiles for fixed conditions of a single ventilation opening with a width of 7.2 m and a height of 3.4 m was 

considered. The fire load density was then fixed at the 80% fractile value and the width of the single 

ventilation opening varied and the final case considered the influence of a reduction in the height of the 

ventilation opening. 

The cases considered are summarised in Table 21 and illustrated in Figure 27. 

la 420 3.4 7.2 

lb 570 3.4 7.2 

lc 670 3.4 7.2 

ld 760 3.4 7.2 

2a 570 3.4 7.2 

2b 570 3.4 5.0 

2c 570 3.4 3.0 

2d 570 3.4 2.0 

3a 570 3.4 7.2 

3b 570 2.5 7.2 

3c 870 1.5 7.2 

3d 570 1.0 7.2 

Table 21 - Cases considered for study of influence of variation in fire load density and ventilation 
conditions using EN 1991-1-2 time equivalent calculation 
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140 

120 

Figure 27 - Effect of variation in fire load density and ventilation conditions 

In this simple study, Case 1 b could be seen as the base case representing a fire load density 

corresponding to the 80% fractile usually adopted for fire engineering design calculations. Reductions to the 

area of the ventilation opening increase the equivalent severity of the fire relative to this base case. Using 

this methorJ, it is possible to construct a cumulative distribution as shown in Figure 28 without recourse to 

either parametric fire calculations or heat transfer to protected structural steel elements. 
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Figure 28 - Cumulative distribution for limited case study using Eurocode time equivalent 

calculation 

The use of a Monte Cado technique to account for the influence of design variables has a number of 

advantages. It can be used to determine which variables have the greatest influence on the severity of the 

fire and which are relatively unimpor[ant. It is clear from the simple study above that ventilation has a 
s~gnificant impact on calculated severity where a reduction in either the height or the width of the opening 
can result in a calculated equivalent severity of more than twice the base value. 

The attempt to produce a simplified table for use by those without any specialist fire engineering knowledge 
is a wodhy aim. However, compartment fire behaviour is difficult to predict and even small changes to 
specific parameters can have a marked effect on fire severity. In terms of fire resistance, requirements 
should be related to either a known and accepted standard of reliability, as represented by the guidance in 
AD B, or by an alternative procedure, supported by an understanding of the principles of fire dynamics and 
a knowledge of structural fire engineering. 

The existing tabulated guidance in AD B is by no means per[ect and it is entirely possible that the changes 
proposed in the Table 26 approach in BS 9999 are a more accurate representation of the risk in relation to 

life safety. However, if they are to be used alongside AD B guidance, then designers will simply cherry pick 
the lowest value for their particular circumstance. If the Table 26 values were to replace the existing 
guidance then this would have a profound effect on the nature of the UK construction market and the 
relative competitiveness of specific sectors of the industry. 
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4 Conclusions 

The principal objective of this work stream was to produce robust evidence and data to explore the potential 
to adopt a more flexible approach to the specification of fire resistance periods in Approved Document B. 
Alternative methodologies for determining compartment fire severity and specifying fire resistance periods 
have been evaluated and validated within specific limitations as part of this work stream. 

The fire tests undertaken in support of this work stream have demonstrated that enhanced levels of thermal 
insulation result in higher peak temperatures within the compariment and higher levels of thermal radiation 
from the compartment to adjacent buildings. It is imporiant that this issue is considered in any future 
revision of regulatory guidance for fire safety. 

The calculation methods set out in BS EN 1991-1-2 and used to develop the alternative tables in BS 9999 

provide an accurate prediction of compartment peak temperature and overall fire duration for a range of 

different parameters and are capable of taking into account the impact of high levels of thermal insulation 

on fire growth and development as represented by the thermal diffusivity present in modern buildings which 

typically range from 360 to 1560 J/m2s~/’K. The conclusion is based on comparison with experimental results 

covedng a number of different compartment sizes, geometries, ventilation conditions and fuel loads. 

However, the scope of validation only covers fire compartments with a floor area up to 378 m2. Beyond this 

value, the parametric fire calculations may still be used but will tend to yield unduly conservative results. 

This is because the parametric approach assumes a single zone temperature distribution with the 

maximum value present throughout the compartment when, ~n reality, there will be significant spatial 

temperature variations throughout any large fire compartment. 

The calculation methods in BS EN 1991-1-2 and BS 9999 are currently in the public domain and are widely 

used as an alternative approach to the guidance set out in Table A2 of AD B. Consideration could be g~ven 

to making a specific reference to these approaches as part of an overall fire engineering strategy within any 

subsequent revision of AD B. 
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Appendix A - Summary of the Research 

Building Regulations and Standards Division, Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 
commissioned BRE to carry out a project titled "Compartment sizes, resistance to fire and fire safety". The 
main aim of this project was to produce robust evidence and data based on research, experimental fire 

testing, computer modelling and laboratory testing, where necessary, on a number of linked work streams 
in relation to fire safety and associated provisions in Schedule 1 of Par[ B of the Building Regulations 2010. 

This Final work stream report describes the findings of the research for Work stream 1 - Periods of fire 
resistance. The aim of this work stream was to produce robust evidence and data to explore the potential 
to adopt a more flexible approach to the specification of fire resistance periods in Approved Document B. 

The work conducted under this work stream has considered the background to the current guidance in 

relation to periods of fire resistance. New performance based methods for characterising fire severity and 

specifying fire resistance periods have been evaluated through a consideration of data from a large senes 

of full scale fire experiments. In order to consider the impact of the levels of insulation typical of modern 

forms of construction on fire growth and development a number of new fire experiments have been 

under[aken. Alternative methodo ogles for determining compar[ment fire severity and specifyiqg fire 

resistance periods have been evaluated and validated as part of this work stream. 

insular on result in hgher peak temperatures within tqe compartment and higher levels or thermal radiation 
from the compar[ment to ad, acent buil6ings It is importan~ ~hat this issue is cons dered in any future 

The ca culation methods set out in BS EN 1991-I-2 and used to develop the alternative tables n BS 9999 

provide an accurate prediction of compartment ~eak temperature and overal fre duration for a range ok 

different parameters and are capable oi taking into account the impact of high levels of thermal insulation 

on fire growth and development as represented by the thermal diffusivity present in modern build rigs which 

typica ly range f~om 300 to 1500 J/m~sY’K. The conclusion is based on compar son with experimental resu ts 

covedng a number of different compartment sizes, geometries, ventilation conditions and fuel loads. 

However, the scope of vaiidat on only covers fire compartments with a floor a~ea up to 378 m~. Beyond ths 

value, the parametric fPe calculations may still be used but wil tend to yied unduly consen/ative results. 

This is because the parametric approach assumes a single zone temperature distr bution with the 

max mum vaue present throughout the compartment when, n reality, there wil be significant spatia 

temperature variat ons throughout any arge fi~e compartment. 

The ca culation methods in BS EN 1991-1-2 and BS 9999 are currently in the public domain and are widely 

used as an alternative approach ~o tile guidance set out in Table A2 of AD B Consi6eration could be g~ven 
to making a specific reference to these approaches as 0art of an overall fire engineering strategy wthin any 
subsequent revision of AD B 
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